WILL NAME TAFT IN BIG LANDSLIDE
Roosevelt’s Figures on Nomination.

MAJORITY ON FIRST BALLOT
Vote of 27 States Will Be Sold for Secretary.

SIX OTHERS TO BE DIVIDED
Roosevelt Also Pardoned on Many
Votes From Other States—Second
Choice of Several Parties

KENTUCKY ELECTS
BRADLEY SENATOR
Republican Wins by Democratic Bolt.

INVENTOR IS RECOVERING
Favorable Stories on Condition.

REPUBLICAN ELECTED SENATOR
First Time Since 1898.

END OF LONG DEADLOCK
Plurality Returns Democrats Support Repub-
lican Rather Than See Government Run by
Many Campaigns.

ROY CALLS ON PROSECUTOR
Plea After Finding No Chicago
Sen. Flood.

CROTHERS JURY COMPLETE
Termination of Issue Will Begin
Tuesday.
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